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Humans are altering the environment at an unprecedented rate. Although behavioural plasticity has allowed many species to respond by shifting their ranges to more favourable conditions, these rapid environmental changes may cause ‘evolutionary traps’, whereby animals mistakenly prefer resources that reduce their fitness. The role of evolutionary traps in influencing the fitness consequences of range shifts remains largely unexplored. Here, we review these interactions by considering how climate change may trigger maladaptive developmental pathways or increase the probability of animals encountering traps. We highlight how traps could selectively remove some phenotypes and compromise population persistence. We conclude by highlighting emerging areas of research that would improve our understanding of when interactions between evolutionary traps and range shifts are likely to be most detrimental to animals.

1. Introduction

Humans are changing the environment at faster rates than natural processes [1] and most animals now live in altered environments (e.g. [2]). Initially, animals are likely to respond behaviourally to rapid environmental change, allowing persistence in novel environments when those behaviours are beneficial [3]. Climate-driven range shifts, for example, allow animals to access resources that have been altered in their current range [4]. Alternatively, animals can shift the timing of life-history events (e.g. breeding, migration) to coincide with favourable conditions [4].

While some animals adapt to rapid environmental change, others respond inappropriately, compromising their fitness and persistence. Explaining this variability requires considering that: (i) behaviour is the outcome of cue-response systems, (ii) such systems are shaped by evolution and development, (iii) limited, imprecise and unreliable information probably causes suboptimal behaviour, and (iv) how animals ultimately respond to novel conditions depends on their degree of behavioural flexibility [1]. Although responses to imperfect information and behavioural flexibility may have been adaptive in past environments, maladaptive behaviours are likely to occur when animals encounter very different conditions from those that shaped their traits under previous selection [1,3].

Many animals use indirect cues to assess resources. If rapid environmental change creates a mismatch between cues and resource condition, ‘evolutionary traps’ can develop, when animals preferentially exploit resources where their fitness is reduced relative to other available alternatives [5]. Traps can affect habitat selection (‘ecological traps’), mate choice, oviposition, foraging and navigation [5]. While traps are behavioural phenomena, they may compromise population and metapopulation persistence [6,7]. Evolutionary traps and range shifts are likely to interact as animals increasingly move and experience novel conditions but this possibility has received limited attention. Here, we discuss some of the most likely interactions and their implications for animals, and propose future research avenues to improve understanding of when animals are most affected.
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2. Phenotype/environment mismatches could increase encounters with evolutionary traps

Animals often respond to climate change by shifting their ranges [4], which depends on successful colonization and persistence in new areas. Climate change impacts are often considered in isolation, but could covary with other stressors (e.g. with land use conversion [8]) or even interact so that impacts on animals are compounded. Adaptive range shifts in response to changing abiotic conditions could be maladaptive in relation to other forms of change, such as when ground-nesting birds shift their distribution in relation to microclimate but suffer increased predation [9]. Range shifts could therefore increase the probability that animals dispersing throughout the landscape encounter traps, particularly when traps are prevalent in the landscape (e.g. [7]).

Critically endangered Kemp’s ridley sea turtles (Lepidochelys kempii) provide a useful example of this possibility [10]. Historically, this species nested in a sparsely populated section of the Mexican coast but the nesting population collapsed from tens of thousands to only several hundred females between 1947 and the mid-1980s as a result of commercial over-harvesting of eggs and fisheries by-catch of adults [11]. Considerable conservation efforts, especially protecting the nesting beach and reducing fisheries by-catch, were implemented and have led to a recovery of the breeding population [11]. A ‘headstarting’ programme was also implemented, with eggs moved to Padre Island in Texas [11,12].

Over the past 25 years, turtles have begun nesting in areas of Florida, potentially as overspill from the headstarting programme or via climate-mediated range expansion or a combination of both [10]. These turtles may be more likely to encounter ecological traps caused by humans (figure 1a, [10]). Recent modelling suggests that future range shifts in response to climate are predicted to result in turtles nesting in areas with lower human population density and thus potentially fewer ecological traps (figure 1a, [10]). However, if encounters with traps compromise the persistence of the Florida nesting population, these range shifts may not occur.

Range shifts also increase the probability of temporal phenotype/environment mismatches. Phenology has significant fitness consequences for animals, especially for those that use environmental cues to indicate suitable timing for behaviours such as breeding and migration (e.g. [14]). For many species, shifts in the timing of life-history events in response to environmental change have occurred so quickly that they almost certainly represent cases of behavioural plasticity rather than adaptation [15]. Not all species respond appropriately though, and the potential for traps to emerge in the context of climate change and phenology has recently been highlighted [16]. Inappropriate shifts could result in population declines [17] and restrict range shifts (e.g. [13]).

A useful example of temporal phenotype/environment mismatches is the wall brown butterfly (Lasiommata megera), a widespread European butterfly that has probably pursued a maladaptive developmental pathway in response to changes in temperature [13]. Lasiommata megera is bivoltine in the north of its range and trivoltine in the south (figure 1b). In northwestern Europe, where distribution and abundance have been declining, L. megera has two generations per year, apart from years with warm autumns. In these years, late-season caterpillars can develop directly into a third generation or arrest development until the following year. This is an important decision as larvae die if the season ends before development is complete (figure 1b). This ‘developmental trap’ could have severe population consequences as L. megera has non-overlapping, discrete generations. Distributional gaps could arise in the transition zone between different degrees of voltinism and as the frequency of warmer autumns increases, this zone will move further poleward, potentially triggering traps in wider areas of L. megera’s range.

3. Range shifts, evolutionary traps and disperser phenotype

The examples above assume that all individuals are equally susceptible to evolutionary traps during range shifts but...
this ignores phenotypic variability. Intra-specific variability in both the propensity for dispersal and habitat preferences could lead to the spatial segregation of phenotypes into particular areas of a species’ range [18]. Within-species variability in personality (i.e. ‘behavioural syndromes’, [19]) may also be important. For example, some individuals may be consistently bold or aggressive and more likely to disperse (i.e. personality-dependent dispersal, [20]). Differences in behavioural type may facilitate range expansions, with bold, aggressive ‘colonisers’ establishing new populations, which are subsequently reinforced by shy, slow ‘joiners’ (figure 2). If colonisers are more likely to encounter traps as they explore new environments, could these phenotypes be selectively removed? What are the implications of this removal for population persistence and range shifts in a changing world?

While evolutionary traps have not been commonly studied in aquatic ecosystems [6], river dams may be potential traps that selectively remove particular phenotypes. Many fishes display partial (some move) or full (all move) migration [21]. Dams disrupt migrations and can cause upstream local extinctions. Increasingly, dams are modified to reinstate fish passage (e.g. by building fishways, [22]), but these ‘improvements’ could inadvertently create traps [22,23]. For example, flow cues may attract dispersing fish into fishways where they are forced to congregate at the bottom of dams or swim upstream through small, predator-dense areas [24]. Traps could also develop if fish are attracted to fishways and move upstream into habitats with poorer conditions than below the dam [23]. These observations suggest fish passages may represent traps that selectively remove disperser phenotypes from a population.

Improving fish passage represents a form of human-mediated range expansion. We illustrate (figure 2) how traps that remove some phenotypes could affect range expansion and population persistence. If some individuals migrate to establish new populations, which are reinforced later by another phenotype (i.e. ‘colonisers’ and ‘joiners’, [20]), ‘colonisers’ that encounter traps caused by mortality in the fishway will fail to colonise new habitat and both phenotypes could experience reduced abundance if the environment below the dam becomes unsuitable (figure 2b). ‘Colonisers’ that successfully pass through the fish passage, but move into upstream habitats where their fitness is compromised (e.g. poor spawning habitat), may fail to establish. If ‘colonisers’ are required to provide information that indicates suitable habitat (e.g. via olfactory cues, [25]), this could prevent the subsequent movement of ‘joiners’, again limiting range expansion (figure 2c). While these examples are conceptual, dams that block the migration of adult Pacific salmon in Puget Sound have led to widespread loss of certain life-history types [26] and probably decreased capacity to respond to future environmental changes.

4. Conclusion

Evolutionary traps and range shifts are likely to interact as animals move in response to rapid environmental change. Animals are likely to be most strongly affected when traps result in phenotypes being poorly matched to new environments, range shifts increase encounters with traps or traps selectively remove particular phenotypes. Research is needed to test these predictions; particularly, how mismatched an animal’s phenotype is to the conditions in their new habitat and how this affects their fitness and behaviour. The likelihood that animals select traps and the costs incurred when they do are probably related to life history and behaviour [7]. How intra-specific variability modifies these costs, such as whether